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“THE “P” PHASE OF THE RMAP4 PROTOCOL 
IS WHAT PROVIDES TRUE FLEXIBILITY IN 
YOUR MOVEMENT PREPARATION.

P1 - PRIME (POWER) 
The prime sections aims to stimulate the central nervous system. It’s looking to sharpen us up and switch us on. 
‘‘Priming’’ the nervous system, sometimes known as post activation potentiation (PAP) in the scientific literature, 
primarily consists of explosive movements, namely jumping and throwing and is implemented for two distinct 
reasons. 

1. It provides much needed and often under-utilised power work for clients. Power or rate of force development 
work is often absent from many general population plans, despite its positive impacts on retaining function as we 
age.  This short series of explosive movements can go a long way in filling this gap in most general population 
plans.

2. Priming, or post activation potentiation to give it’s correct term, is fast explosive movements used to “prime” the 
nervous system for subsequent efforts, helping to improve performance. These exercises should be performed in a 
non-fatigued state and kept to a short series of 3-5 repetitions in order to achieve the highest rate of power output. 

The goal is to create power and violent force, not fatigue. 

INTRODUCTION

Click the play button to watch an overview on prime

Dependent on a myriad of factors such as the client’s goals, mood, 
energy, session and skill level one of the following four phases is selected:

1. PRIME  2. PATTERNS  3. PLAY  4. PRIORITY

https://vimeo.com/195923689/0d958bc8e9
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#1
TIER 1 EXERCISES COACHING POINT
TIER 1

1. Basic preparation movements for people with low movement skill or those that  
are overweight

2. Low CNS Stress

MARCHING
1. Feet hip-shoulder width apart, chest up.

2. Drive the knee up to a 90:90 position with “toes to nose”

3. As you drive the knee up simultaneously come up onto the toes of the support leg

4. The contralateral arm is flexed to 90 degrees and the fist punched upwards as a 
counterbalance “fist to lip”

5. Return to the start position and  perform two more low steps before changing legs

ANKLE FLICKS
1. Start with the feet under the hip-shoulders, chest up, neutral spine

2. Start jogging on the spot then rapidly draw the ankle towards the glutes 
(should make contact)

3. Arms locked in 90 degrees of flexion “fist goes lip to hip”

4. Return the foot to the floor and  immediately move into the next “flick” on the  
opposite side

SKIPPING  
HIGH KNEE

1. Feet hip-shoulder width apart, chest up.

2. Drive the knee up to a 90:90 position with “toes to nose”

3. As you drive the knee up simultaneously come up onto the support legs toes

4. Contralateral arm is flexed to 90 degrees and the fist punched upwards as a 
counterbalance “fist to lip”

5. Drive the leg back down and immediately move into the next skip on the opposite side

JUMPS  | BANDED JUMPS TO HELP DECCELERATE TO START THEN PROGRESS
  JUMP = TWO FEET > TWO FEET 
   HOP = ONE FOOT > SAME FOOT 
BOUND = ONE FOOT > OTHER FOOT 

https://vimeo.com/195923227/8d84ba6433
https://vimeo.com/195925068/8d5be5dac7
https://vimeo.com/195923282/a82c511a73
https://vimeo.com/195923137/2fd754fad8
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#1
5 64321

JUMPS
CONTINUED

TIER 1 EXERCISES COACHING POINT
SIDE STEPS

1. Feet hip-shoulder width apart, chest up.

2. Working off the balls of the feet drive off the rear leg and reach with the lead leg

3. Once the lead leg contacts the floor transition the weight off the rear leg and draw the 
lead leg back under the hips

4. Repeat, ensuring the shoulders remain stacked over the hips and feet do not cross 
“headlights forward”

HEEL POUNCE 
NICK T

1. Start with the feet under the hips, the arms loose by your side and the chest up

2. Dip into a quarter squat and drive up using the arms for momentum

3. Use the momentum to come drive up onto the toes “make yourself tall”

4. Return to the start position and repeat

JUMPING JACK 1
1. With the feet under the hips and arms at the side of the body

2. Step out laterally and raise the Ipsilateral arm “take your seat belt off”

3. Step back into the middle and repeat on the other side

4. No bouncing

SPOTTY DOG 1
1. Start with the feet under the hips and arms at the side of the body

2. Step forward with one leg while simultaneously flexing the  contralateral shoulder until 
the arm is parallel to the floor (lead with the thumb)

3. Reverse this movement and repeat on the opposite side

https://vimeo.com/195923063/024e3b888f
https://vimeo.com/195922970/b1009ee4e1
https://vimeo.com/195923789/b1b11e57de
https://vimeo.com/195923876/0be29d63b8
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#1 JUMPS  | BANDED JUMPS TO HELP DECCELERATE TO START THEN PROGRESS
  JUMP = TWO FEET > TWO FEET 
   HOP = ONE FOOT > SAME FOOT 
BOUND = ONE FOOT > OTHER FOOT 

TIER 1 EXERCISES COACHING POINT
JUMPING JACK 2

1. Regular jumping jack

2. Ensure the shoulders remain neutral by clapping overhead each rep to promote  
external rotation

SPOTTY DOG 2
1. Start with the feet under the hips and arms at the side of the body

2. Jump into a split stance one foot forward, one backwards  while simultaneously flexing 
the  contralateral shoulder (of the back foot) until the arm is parallel to the floor

3. Lead with the thumb on the way up

4. Once you have made foot contact jump up and reverse the movement

5. Note * you are not trying to jump for height simply make the body weightless in order to 
swap foot position

SEAL JACK
1. Start with the feet under the hips and arms at the side of the body

2. Shooting the feet out laterally so they contact the ground just outside shoulder width

3. As you do so take the arms to chest height and horizontally abduct with the palms facing 
up ( think gymnast finishing a routine)

4. Jump the feet back into hip width and as you do cross each arm across the body whilst 
keeping the fists roughly at shoulder height

5. Repeat

https://vimeo.com/195923984/4da6175119
https://vimeo.com/195924274/ce3f3fee37
https://vimeo.com/195924543/6c41fb2609
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#1 JUMPS
CONTINUED

TIER 1 EXERCISES COACHING POINT
POGO 
IN PLACE

1. Start with the feet under the hips, the arms loose by your side and the chest up

2. Contract the calf’s to bounce off of  two feet

3. “Toes to nose” as you are in the air 

4. Keep the ankles stiff, landing on the balls of the feet

5. The goal is to land on the same point on the floor each time

6. Keep the knees soft but do not promote knee extension 

7. Repeat until fatigued

POGO  
FORWARD

1. Start with the feet under the hips, the arms loose by your side and the chest up

2. Contract the calf’s to bounce off of  two feet

3. “Toes to nose” as you are in the air 

4. Keep the ankles stiff, landing on the balls of the feet immediately  rebound forward into 
the next pogo

5. Keep the knees soft but do not promote knee extension 

6. Repeat until fatigued

POGO  
LATERAL

1. Start with the feet under the hips, the arms loose by your side and the chest up

2. Contract the calfs to bounce off of  two feet

3. “Toes to nose” as you are in the air 

4. Keep the ankles stiff, landing on the balls of the feet immediately rebound laterally into 
the next pogo

5. Keep the hips and shoulders square at all times

6. Keep the knees soft but do not promote knee extension 

7. Repeat until fatigued

5 64321

https://vimeo.com/195925861/a3c5ce13ee
https://vimeo.com/195925616/b8e4501358
https://vimeo.com/195926243/3b05bc6382
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#1 JUMPS  | BANDED JUMPS TO HELP DECCELERATE TO START THEN PROGRESS
  JUMP = TWO FEET > TWO FEET 
   HOP = ONE FOOT > SAME FOOT 
BOUND = ONE FOOT > OTHER FOOT 

TIER 1 EXERCISES COACHING POINT
SPEED PLYO’S

1. A line or band on the floor can be used to perform some low level drills -hops, jumps 
(sagittal and frontal)

https://vimeo.com/222505875/e3e746f596
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#1 JUMPS
CONTINUED

TIER 2 EXERCISES COACHING POINT
TIER 2

1. Single response  with an emphasis on stability (landing mechanics)

2. Gravity is reduced to lower the impact (jump to box)

3. CNS Fatigue- Low

4. Height of the step will vary depending on the client’s ability

JUMP REDUCED GRAVITY  
SAGITTAL

1. Face the step with the feet hip-shoulder width apart

2. Drive the arms back as you dip (squat) down 

3. Explosive triple extension (ankle, knee and hip) throwing the arms up “load and explode”

4. Land with the feet flat on top of the box “land quietly”

5. Step back down and repeat for the desired number or repetitions

JUMP REDUCED GRAVITY  
FRONTAL

1. Set up perpendicular the the step (ensure step is landscape not portrait)

2. Feet hip-shoulder width apart

3. Drive the arms back as you dip (squat) down 

4. Explosive triple extension (ankle, knee, hip) throwing the arms up

5. Land with the feet flat on top of the box “land quietly”

6. Step back down and repeat for the desired number or repetitions

5 64321

https://vimeo.com/195926408/78a3945f43
https://vimeo.com/195923469/567f566090
https://vimeo.com/195926641/04fe8c7bc3
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#1 JUMPS  | BANDED JUMPS TO HELP DECCELERATE TO START THEN PROGRESS
  JUMP = TWO FEET > TWO FEET 
   HOP = ONE FOOT > SAME FOOT 
BOUND = ONE FOOT > OTHER FOOT 

TIER 2 EXERCISES COACHING POINT
JUMP REDUCED GRAVITY 
TRANSVERSE

1. Set up perpendicular to the step (ensure step is landscape not portrait)

2. Feet hip-shoulder width apart

3. Drive the arms back as you dip (squat) down 

4. Explosive triple extension (ankle, knee, hip) throwing the arms up

5. Rotate 90 degrees during the jump

6. Land with the feet flat on top of the box “land quietly”

7. Step back down and repeat for the desired number or repetitions

HOP REDUCED GRAVITY 
SAGITTAL

1. Face the step with the one foot in contact with the ground

2. Drive the arms back as you dip (squat) down 

3. Explosive triple extension (ankle, knee, hip) throwing the arms up

4. Land with the foot flat on top of the box “land quietly”

5. Step back down and repeat for the desired number or repetitions

6. To pregress take off on two legs and land on one

HOP REDUCED GRAVITY 
FRONTAL

1. Set up perpendicular to the step (ensure step is landscape not portrait)

2. One foot on the ground

3. Drive the arms back as you dip (squat) down 

4. Explosive triple extension (ankle, knee, hip) throwing the arms up

5. Land with the foot flat  on top of the box “land quietly”

6. Step back down and repeat for the desired number or repetitions before switching to the 
other leg

7. To pregress take off on two legs and land on one

https://vimeo.com/195926986/ea8c552422
https://vimeo.com/195927609/6d2a73d59c
https://vimeo.com/195927785/7b9391fe15
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#1 JUMPS
CONTINUED

TIER 2 EXERCISES COACHING POINT
HOP REDUCED GRAVITY 
TRANSVERSE

1. Set up perpendicular to  the step (ensure step is landscape not portrait)

2. One foot on the ground

3. Drive the arms back as you dip (squat) down 

4. Explosive triple extension (ankle, knee, hip) throwing the arms up

5. Rotate 90 degrees during the jump

6. Land with the feet flat on top of the box “land quietly”

7. Step back down and repeat for the desired number or repetitions before switching to the 
other leg

8. To pregress take off on two legs and land on one

5 64321

https://vimeo.com/195927853/2bc8b5689c
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#1
TIER 3 EXERCISES COACHING POINT
TIER 3

1. Single response  with an emphasis on stability (landing mechanics)

2. Gravity assisted 

3. CNS Fatigue - Low

4. Box height can be altered dependent on client abilities

JUMP OFF STEP 
LANDING

1. Stand on top of a low box

2. Feet hip-shoulder width apart

3. Squat down off the box using the arms for balance

4. ”Land quietly” with soft hips, knees and ankles

5. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off 

VERTICAL JUMP 
LANDING

1. Stand with the feet hip-shoulder width and the hands by the side

2. Dip down quickly and explode up “load and explode” using arm drive for momentum

3. “Land quietly” with soft hips, knees and ankles

4. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off 

5. Hold the landing position for 3-5 seconds and repeat

6. Consider landing on a soft surface if joint forces are a concern

JUMPS  | BANDED JUMPS TO HELP DECCELERATE TO START THEN PROGRESS
  JUMP = TWO FEET > TWO FEET 
   HOP = ONE FOOT > SAME FOOT 
BOUND = ONE FOOT > OTHER FOOT 

https://vimeo.com/195927933/ae18dbadae
https://vimeo.com/195928057/a3bee908c2
https://vimeo.com/195928282/abc93b0119
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#1 JUMPS
CONTINUED

TIER 3 EXERCISES COACHING POINT
TUCK JUMP 
LANDING

1. Stand with the feet hip-shoulder width and the hands by the side

2. Dip down quickly and explode up “load and explode”  using arm drive for momentum

3. At take off drive both knees up towards the chest

4. “Land quietly” with soft hips, knees and ankles

5. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off 

6. Hold the landing position for 3-5 seconds and repeat

LONG JUMP 
LANDING

1. Stand with the feet hip-shoulder width and the hands by the side

2. Dip down quickly and explode forwards “load and explode” using arm drive for 
momentum

3. At Take off drive both knees up towards the chest

4. “Land quietly” with soft hips, knees and ankles

5. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off 

6. Hold the landing position for 3-5 seconds and repeat

JUMP OFF STEP 
FRONTAL

1. Stand on top of a low box

2. Feet hip-shoulder width apart

3. Squat down and jump sideways off the box

4. “Land quietly” with soft hips, knees and ankles

5. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off 

5 64321

https://vimeo.com/195929929/623c03ab45
https://vimeo.com/196003469/71f4a83de1
https://vimeo.com/196003231/fae336ac8f
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#1
TIER 3 EXERCISES COACHING POINT
JUMP OFF STEP 
TRANSVERSE

1. Stand on top of a low box

2. Feet hip-shoulder width apart

3. Squat down and jump forwards off the box

4. Rotate 90 degrees in the air

5. “Land quietly” with soft hips, knees and ankles

6. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off 

VERTICAL SPLIT JUMP
1. Stand with the feet in a split squat stance and the hands by the side

2. Dip down quickly and explode up “load and explode” using arm drive for momentum

3. “Land quietly” with soft hips, knees and ankles, feet in the same position as take off

4. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off 

5. Hold the landing position for 3-5 seconds and repeat

HOP OFF STEP 
LANDING

1. Stand on top of a low box on one leg

2. Squat down and hop off the box using the arms for balance

3. “Land quietly” with soft hips, knees and ankles

4. Knees track over toes

5. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off 

JUMPS  | BANDED JUMPS TO HELP DECCELERATE TO START THEN PROGRESS
  JUMP = TWO FEET > TWO FEET 
   HOP = ONE FOOT > SAME FOOT 
BOUND = ONE FOOT > OTHER FOOT 

https://vimeo.com/196003581/3545f8a4e3
https://vimeo.com/196004096/93a45de9c4
https://vimeo.com/196003720/7cc0cbab07
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#1 JUMPS
CONTINUED

TIER 3 EXERCISES COACHING POINT
HOP IN PLACE

1. Stand with one leg on the ground

2. Dip down quickly and explode up “load and explode” using arm drive for momentum

3. “Land quietly” with soft hips, knees and ankles

4. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off 

5. Knees track over toes

6. Hold the landing position for 3-5 seconds and repeat

7. Hold the landing position for 3-5 seconds and repeat

HOP OFF STEP 
LATERAL

1. Stand on top of a low box on one leg

2. Squat down and hop off the box laterally using the arms for balance

3. “Land quietly” with soft hips, knees and ankles

4. Knees track over toes

5. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off 

HOP OFF STEP 
MEDIAL

1. Stand on top of a low box on one leg

2. Squat down and hop off the box medially using the arms for balance

3. “Land quietly” with soft hips, knees and ankles

4. Knees track over toes

5. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off 

5 64321

https://vimeo.com/196004398/c2ee4b4b7e
https://vimeo.com/217623864/c8253179eb
https://vimeo.com/217623864/c8253179eb
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#1
TIER 4 EXERCISES COACHING POINT
TIER 4

1. Multiple Response (multiple efforts in a series)

2. Stabilisation (stick the landing before moving onto the next repetition)

3. CNS Fatigue - Moderate

HURDLE JUMP
1. Stand with the feet hip-shoulder width and the hands by the side

2. Dip down quickly and explode forwards over the first hurdle “load and explode” using 
arm drive for momentum

3. “Land quietly” with soft hips, knees and ankles

4. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off 

5. Hold the landing position momentarily before repeating over the next hurdle

HURDLE JUMP 
FRONTAL

1. Stand parallel to the hurdle with the feet hip-shoulder width and the hands by the side

2. Dip down quickly and explode upwards and laterally over the first hurdle “load and 
explode” using arm drive for momentum

3. “Land quietly” with soft hips, knees and ankles

4. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off 

5. Hold the landing position momentarily before repeating over the next hurdle

JUMPS  | BANDED JUMPS TO HELP DECCELERATE TO START THEN PROGRESS
  JUMP = TWO FEET > TWO FEET 
   HOP = ONE FOOT > SAME FOOT 
BOUND = ONE FOOT > OTHER FOOT 

https://vimeo.com/196429078/2a7d412d42
https://vimeo.com/220811802/6ab863a7b6
https://vimeo.com/196429324/dc0263e474
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#1 JUMPS
CONTINUED

TIER 4 EXERCISES COACHING POINT
HURDLE JUMP 
TRANSVERSE

1. Stand parallel to the hurdle with the feet hip-shoulder width and the hands by the side

2. Dip down quickly and explode forwards over the first hurdle “load and explode” using 
arm drive for momentum

3. In the air rotate the body 90 degrees

4. “Land quietly” with soft hips, knees and ankles

5. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off 

6. Hold the landing position momentarily before repeating over the next hurdle

BOUNDS 
SAGITAL

1. Stand with the feet hip-shoulder width and the hands by the side

2. Squat down to one side, keeping the chest up

3. Bound forward landing on the opposite leg

4. “Land quietly”with soft hips, knees and ankles

5. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off

6. Hold the landing position momentarily before bounding back onto the opposite leg

BOUNDS 
FRONTAL

1. Stand with the feet hip-shoulder width apart and the hands by the side

2. Squat down to one side, keeping the chest up 

3. Bound laterally landing on the other leg

4. “Land quietly” with soft hips, knees and ankles

5. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off 

6. Hold the landing position momentarily before bounding back onto the opposite leg 

5 64321

https://vimeo.com/196429430/5470d1e2df
https://vimeo.com/196429890/5416fe5a01
https://vimeo.com/196430094/4cfd84d6f1
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#1
TIER 4 EXERCISES COACHING POINT
HURDLE HOPS 
LANDING

1. Stand on one leg and the hands by the side

2. Dipping down quickly, explode forwards over the first hurdle “load and explode” using 
arm drive for momentum

3. “Land quietly” with soft hips, knees and ankles (stacked)

4. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off 

5. Hold the landing position momentarily before repeating over the next hurdle

HURDLE HOP 
LATERAL

1. Stand parallel to the hurdle on one leg and the hands by the side

2. Dipping down quickly, hop laterally over the first hurdle “load and explode” using arm 
drive for momentum

3. “Land quietly” with soft hips, knees and ankles

4. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off 

5. Hold the landing position momentarily before repeating over the next hurdle

HURDLE HOP 
MEDIAL

1. Stand parallel to the hurdle on one leg and the hands by the side

2. Dipping down quickly, hop medially over the first hurdle “load and explode” using arm 
drive for momentum

3. ”Land quietly” with soft hips, knees and ankles

4. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off 

5. Hold the landing position momentarily before repeating over the next hurdle

JUMPS  | BANDED JUMPS TO HELP DECCELERATE TO START THEN PROGRESS
  JUMP = TWO FEET > TWO FEET 
   HOP = ONE FOOT > SAME FOOT 
BOUND = ONE FOOT > OTHER FOOT 

https://vimeo.com/217662168/db5b89066a
https://vimeo.com/217662966/2d3919e6bf
https://vimeo.com/217663125/e8c4712609
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54321

JUMPS
CONTINUED

FORCE = MASS X ACCELERATION 
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#1
TIER 5 EXERCISES COACHING POINT
TIER 5

1. Multiple Response (multiple efforts in a series)

2. Introduces a low Tier of elasticity

3. CNS Fatigue Moderate

VERTICAL JUMP 
DOUBLE CONTACT

1. Stand with the feet hip-shoulder width apart and the hands by the side

2. Dip down quickly and explode up “load and explode” using arm drive for momentum

3. “Land quietly” with soft hips, knees and ankles

4. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off 

5. Bounce once on landing before immediately moving into the next repetition

6. This introduces a low level elastic component to the jumps

TUCK JUMP 
DOUBLE CONTACT

1. Stand with the feet hip-shoulder width and the hands by the side

2. Dip down quickly and explode up “load and explode”  using arm drive for momentum

3. At take off drive both knees up towards the chest

4. “Land quietly” with soft hips, knees and ankles

5. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off 

6. Bounce once on landing before immediately moving into the next repetition

JUMPS  | BANDED JUMPS TO HELP DECCELERATE TO START THEN PROGRESS
  JUMP = TWO FEET > TWO FEET 
   HOP = ONE FOOT > SAME FOOT 
BOUND = ONE FOOT > OTHER FOOT 

https://vimeo.com/217663481/f086584d51
https://vimeo.com/220812373/e55d8cecc6
https://vimeo.com/217664870/913165b530
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#1 JUMPS
CONTINUED

TIER 5 EXERCISES COACHING POINT
HOP 
DOUBLE CONTACT

1. Stand with one leg on the ground

2. Dip down quickly and explode up “load and explode” using arm drive for momentum

3. “Land quietly” with soft hips, knees and ankles

4. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off 

5. Knees track over toes

6. Bounce once on landing before immediately moving into the next repetition

ALTERNATING SPLIT SQUAT  
VERTICAL JUMP DOUBLE CONTACT

1. Stand with the feet in a split squat stance and the hands by the side

2. Dip down quickly and explode up “load and explode” using arm drive for momentum

3. In the air bring the back leg to the front and vice versa

4. “Land quietly” with soft hips, knees and ankles and the feet in the same relative position as 
take off

5. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off 

6. Bounce once on landing before immediately moving into the next repetition

5 64321

https://vimeo.com/217664977/423cd37468
https://vimeo.com/217665249/76ff47431d
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#1
TIER 6 EXERCISES COACHING POINT
TIER 6

1. Multiple Response (multiple efforts in a series)

2. Introduces a low Tier of elasticity with a horizontal emphasis

3. CNS Fatigue Moderate

HIGH SKIPS 
POWER

1. Stand with the feet hip-shoulder width apart and the hands by the side

2. Dip down quickly and explode upwards and forwards “load and explode” with  a single 
knee drive

3. “Land quietly” on both feet  with soft hips, knees and ankles

4. Drive upwards and forwards with the opposite knee

5. Contralateral arm counterbalances each knee drive

HURDLE JUMPS 
DOUBLE CONTACT

1. Stand with the feet hip-shoulder width apart and the hands by the side

2. Dip down quickly and explode forwards over the first hurdle “load and explode” using 
arm drive for momentum

3. “Land quietly” with soft hips, knees and ankles

4. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off 

5. Hold the landing position momentarily before repeating over the next hurdle

6. Bounce once on landing before immediately moving into the next repetition

JUMPS  | BANDED JUMPS TO HELP DECCELERATE TO START THEN PROGRESS
  JUMP = TWO FEET > TWO FEET 
   HOP = ONE FOOT > SAME FOOT 
BOUND = ONE FOOT > OTHER FOOT 

https://vimeo.com/217666890/6cfaf3c2f1
https://vimeo.com/220812566/a8ea6e6ab8
https://vimeo.com/217667031/134fd98491
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#1 JUMPS
CONTINUED

TIER 6 EXERCISES COACHING POINT
HURDLE JUMPS 
FRONTAL: DOUBLE CONTACT

1. Stand parallel to the hurdle with the feet hip-shoulder width apart and the hands by  
the side

2. Dip down quickly and explode upwards and laterally over the first hurdle “load and 
explode” using arm drive for momentum

3. “Land quietly” with soft hips, knees and ankles

4. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off 

5. Bounce once on landing before immediately moving into the next repetition

6. Hold the landing position for 3-5 seconds and repeat

HURDLE JUMPS 
TRANSVERSE: DOUBLE CONTACT

1. Stand parallel to the hurdle with the feet hip-shoulder width apart and the hands by  
the side

2. Dip down quickly and explode forwards over the first hurdle “load and explode” using 
arm drive for momentum

3. In the air rotate the body 90 degrees

4. “Land quietly” with soft hips, knees and ankles

5. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off 

6. Bounce once on landing before immediately moving into the next repetition

HURDLE HOPS 
LATERAL: DOUBLE CONTACT

1. Stand parallel to the hurdle on one leg and the hands by the side

2. Dip down quickly hop laterally over the first hurdle “load and explode” using arm drive for 
momentum

3. “Land quietly” with soft hips, knees and ankles

4. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off 

5. Bounce once on landing before immediately moving into the next repetition

5 64321

https://vimeo.com/217667673/4d11260cf5
https://vimeo.com/217667826/5ffefe19ac
https://vimeo.com/217667984/2678274459
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#1
TIER 6 EXERCISES COACHING POINT
HURDLE HOPS 
MEDIAL: DOUBLE CONTACT

1. Stand parallel to the hurdle on one leg and the hands by the side

2. Dip down quickly hop medially over the first hurdle “load and explode” using arm drive 
for momentum

3. “Land quietly” with soft hips, knees and ankles

4. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off 

5. Bounce once on landing before immediately moving into the next repetition

BOUND 
DOUBLE CONTACT

1. Stand with the feet hip-shoulder width apart and the hands by the side

2. Squat down to one side, keeping the chest up 

3. Bound forward landing on the other leg

4. “Land quietly” with soft hips, knees and ankles

5. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off

6. Bounce once on landing before immediately moving into the next repetition

BOUND 
FRONTAL: DOUBLE CONTACT

1. Stand with the feet hip-shoulder width apart and the hands by the side

2. Squat down to one side, keeping the chest up 

3. Bound laterally landing on the other leg

4. “Land quietly” with soft hips, knees and ankles

5. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off

6. Bounce once on landing before immediately moving into the next repetition

JUMPS  | BANDED JUMPS TO HELP DECCELERATE TO START THEN PROGRESS
  JUMP = TWO FEET > TWO FEET 
   HOP = ONE FOOT > SAME FOOT 
BOUND = ONE FOOT > OTHER FOOT 

https://vimeo.com/217668832/2af6a48038
https://vimeo.com/217669803/855f26a329
https://vimeo.com/217671127/3f81bd74c1
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#1
TIER 7 EXERCISES COACHING POINT
TIER 7

1. Multiple Response  (multiple efforts in a series)

2. Elastic Response

3. CNS Fatigue High

HOPS 
IN PLACE

1. Stand with one leg on the ground

2. Dip down quickly and explode up “load and explode” using arm drive for momentum

3. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off 

4. Knees track over toes

5. Like a spring use the energy from landing to recoil into the next explosive rep

6. We want to minimise ground contact time

JUMPS 
IN PLACE

1. Stand with the feet hip-shoulder width and the hands by the side

2. Dip down quickly and explode up “load and explode” using arm drive for momentum

3. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off 

4. Like a spring use the energy from landing to recoil into the next explosive rep

5. We want to minimise ground contact time

JUMPS  | BANDED JUMPS TO HELP DECCELERATE TO START THEN PROGRESS
  JUMP = TWO FEET > TWO FEET 
   HOP = ONE FOOT > SAME FOOT 
BOUND = ONE FOOT > OTHER FOOT 

https://vimeo.com/220812859/63cde1972f
https://vimeo.com/218794453/5379e078a6
https://vimeo.com/218795650/8b7a5ea887
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#1 JUMPS
CONTINUED

TIER 7 EXERCISES COACHING POINT
TUCK JUMP 
IN PLACE

1. Stand with the feet hip-shoulder width and the hands by the side

2. Dip down quickly and explode up “load and explode”  using arm drive for momentum

3. At Take off drive both knees up towards the chest

4. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off 

5. Like a spring use the energy from landing to recoil into the next explosive rep

6. We want to minimise ground contact time

7. Hold the landing position for 3-5 seconds and repeat

SPLIT SQUAT VERTICAL JUMP
1. Stand with the feet in a split squat stance and the hands by the side

2. Dip down quickly and explode up “load and explode” using arm drive for momentum

3. In the air bring the back leg to the front and vice versa

4. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off 

5. Like a spring use the energy from landing to recoil into the next explosive rep

TUCK HOPS
1. Stand with one leg on the ground

2. Dip down quickly and explode up “load and explode” using arm drive for momentum

3. Drive the knee up toward the chest

4. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off 

5. Knees track over toes

6. Like a spring use the energy from landing to recoil into the next explosive rep

7. We want to minimise ground contact time “hot ground”

5 64321

https://vimeo.com/218795855/15163c6686
https://vimeo.com/218796013/20822da7ed
https://vimeo.com/218796165/d64495e3d8
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#1
TIER 7 EXERCISES COACHING POINT
LOW DEPTH DROP TO TUCK JUMP

* Box Height can be altered dependent on client abilities*

1. Stand on top of a box feet hip-shoulder width apart and the arms by your side

2. Step off the box with both  feet landing on the floor at the same time

3. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off 

4. Knees track over toes

5. Like a spring use the energy from landing to explode upwards into a tuck jump “hot floor”

6. Again “land quietly” with soft hips , knees and ankles

LOW DEPTH DROP BROAD JUMP
* Box Height can be altered dependent on client abilities*

1. Stand on top of a box feet hip-shoulder width apart and the arms by your side

2. Step off the box with both  feet landing on the floor at the same time

3. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off 

4. Knees track over toes

5. Like a spring use the energy from landing to explode upwards and forwards into a 
maximal broad jump

6. Again “land quietly” with soft hips , knees and ankles

JUMPS  | BANDED JUMPS TO HELP DECCELERATE TO START THEN PROGRESS
  JUMP = TWO FEET > TWO FEET 
   HOP = ONE FOOT > SAME FOOT 
BOUND = ONE FOOT > OTHER FOOT 

PLEASE NOTE:  
THE REMAINING 3 
TIERS ARE HERE FOR 
COMPLETENESS 
HOWEVER VIDEOS ARE 
NOT PROIVDED AS THESE 
EXERCISES WILL GO 
BEYOND THE CAPABILITY 
OF THE MAJORITY OF 
OUR CLIENTS.

https://vimeo.com/218798923/df89f89854
https://vimeo.com/218799594/fec499d1b5
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POWER IS THE ABILITY TO  
CREATE VIOLENT ACCELERATION  
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#1
TIER 8 EXERCISES COACHING POINT
TIER 8

1. Multiple Response  (multiple efforts in a series)

2. Elastic Response

3. CNS Fatigue - High

HURDLE JUMPS
1. Stand with the feet hip-shoulder width apart and the hands by the side

2. Dip down quickly and explode forwards over the first hurdle “load and explode” using 
arm drive for momentum

3. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off 

4. The goal is to spend as little time on the floor as possible “hot floor”

5. Like a spring use the energy from landing to recoil into the next explosive rep

HURDLE JUMPS 
LATERAL

1. Stand parallel to the hurdle with the feet hip-shoulder width apart and the hands by the 
side

2. Dip down quickly and explode upwards and laterally over the first hurdle “load and 
explode” using arm drive for momentum

3. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off 

4. Like a spring use the energy from landing to recoil into the next explosive rep

5. The goal is to spend as little time on the floor as possible “hot floor”

HURDLE JUMP 
TRANSVERSE

1. Stand parallel to the hurdle with the feet hip-shoulder width apart and the hands by the 
side

2. Dip down quickly and explode forwards over the first hurdle “load and explode” using 
arm drive for momentum

3. In the air rotate the body 90 degrees

4. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off 

5. Like a spring use the energy from landing to recoil into the next explosive rep

JUMPS  | BANDED JUMPS TO HELP DECCELERATE TO START THEN PROGRESS
  JUMP = TWO FEET > TWO FEET 
   HOP = ONE FOOT > SAME FOOT 
BOUND = ONE FOOT > OTHER FOOT 

PRIME

PRIME

PRIME

https://vimeo.com/220813124/0c5dcf0f22
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#1 JUMPS
CONTINUED

TIER 8 EXERCISES COACHING POINT
HURDLE HOP 
TRANSVERSE

1. Stand parallel to the hurdle with the feet hip-shoulder width apart and the hands by the 
side

2. Dip down quickly and explode forwards over the first hurdle “load and explode” using 
arm drive for momentum

3. In the air rotate the body 90 degrees

4. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off 

5. Like a spring use the energy from landing to recoil into the next explosive rep

6. We want to minimise ground contact time

7. Hold the landing position for 3-5 seconds and repeat

HURDLE HOPS
1. Stand facing  the hurdle on one leg and the hands by the side

2. Dip down quickly hop  over the first hurdle “load and explode” using arm drive for 
momentum

3. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off 

4. Like a spring use the energy from landing to recoil into the next explosive rep

HURDLE HOPS 
LATERAL

1. Stand parallel to the hurdle on one leg and the hands by the side

2. Dip down quickly hop laterally over the first hurdle “load and explode” using arm drive  
for momentum

3. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off 

4. Like a spring use the energy from landing to recoil into the next explosive rep

5 64321

PRIME

PRIME

PRIME
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#1
TIER 8 EXERCISES COACHING POINT
HURDLE JUMPS 
MEDIAL

1. Stand parallel to the hurdle on one leg and the hands by the side

2. Dip down quickly hop medially over the first hurdle “load and explode” using arm drive 
for momentum

3. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off 

4. Like a spring use the energy from landing to recoil into the next explosive rep

BOUND
1. Stand with the feet hip-shoulder width and the hands by the side

2. Squat down to one side, keeping the chest up 

3. Bound forward landing on the other leg

4. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off

5. Like a spring use the energy from landing to recoil into the next explosive rep

ZIG ZAG BOUND
1. Stand with the feet hip-shoulder width and the hands by the side

2. Squat down to one side, keeping the chest up 

3. Bound laterally landing on the other leg

4. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off

5. Like a spring use the energy from landing to recoil into the next explosive rep “get into the 
hip then get out of it”

JUMPS  | BANDED JUMPS TO HELP DECCELERATE TO START THEN PROGRESS
  JUMP = TWO FEET > TWO FEET 
   HOP = ONE FOOT > SAME FOOT 
BOUND = ONE FOOT > OTHER FOOT 

PRIME

PRIME

PRIME
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#1 JUMPS
CONTINUED

TIER 9 EXERCISES COACHING POINT
TIER 9

1. Single Response

2. Elastic response with increased eccentric loading

3. CNS Fatigue - Very High

HIGH DEPTH DROP TO JUMP
* Box Height can be altered dependent on client abilities*

1. Stand on top of a box feet hip-shoulder width apart and the arms by your side

2. Step off the box with both  feet landing on the floor at the same time

3. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off 

4. Knees track over toes

5. Like a spring use the energy from landing to explode upwards into a vertical jump, 
minimising ground contact times

6. Again “land quietly” with soft hips , knees and ankles

HIGH DEPTH DROP TO TUCK JUMP
* Box Height can be altered dependent on client abilities*

1. Stand on top of a box feet hip-shoulder width apart and the arms by your side

2. Step off the box with both  feet landing on the floor at the same time

3. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off 

4. Knees track over toes

5. Like a spring use the energy from landing to explode upwards into a tuck jump, 
minimising ground contact times

6. Again “land quietly” with soft hips , knees and ankles

5 64321

PRIME

PRIME

PRIME
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#1
TIER 9 EXERCISES COACHING POINT
HIGH DEPTH DROP TO HURDLE JUMP

* Box Height can be altered dependent on client abilities*

1. Stand on top of a box feet hip-shoulder width apart and the arms by your side

2. Step off the box with both  feet landing on the floor at the same time

3. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off 

4. Knees track over toes

5. Like a spring use the energy from landing to explode upwards and forwards over the 
hurdle, minimising ground contact times

6. Again “land quietly” with soft hips , knees and ankles

HIGH DEPTH DROP TO LONG JUMP 
* Box Height can be altered dependent on client abilities*

1. Stand on top of a box feet hip-shoulder width apart and the arms by your side

2. Step off the box with both  feet landing on the floor at the same time

3. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off 

4. Knees track over toes

5. Like a spring use the energy from landing to explode upwards and forwards into a 
maximal broad jump, minimising ground contact times

6. Again “land quietly” with soft hips , knees and ankles

LOW DEPTH HOP DROP 
TO STABILISATION

* Box Height can be altered dependent on client abilities*

1. Stand on top of a box on one leg with  the arms by your side

2. Step off the box landing on one leg

3. “Land quietly” with soft hips, knees and ankles

4. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off 

5. Knees track over toes

JUMPS  | BANDED JUMPS TO HELP DECCELERATE TO START THEN PROGRESS
  JUMP = TWO FEET > TWO FEET 
   HOP = ONE FOOT > SAME FOOT 
BOUND = ONE FOOT > OTHER FOOT 

PRIME

PRIME

PRIME
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#1 JUMPS
CONTINUED

TIER 9 EXERCISES COACHING POINT
LOW DEPTH HOP DROP TO HOP

* Box Height can be altered dependent on client abilities*

1. Stand on top of a box on one leg with  the arms by your side

2. Step off the box landing on one leg

3. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off 

4. Knees track over toes

5. Like a spring use the energy from landing to explode into another hop, minimising 
ground contact times

6. Again “land quietly” with soft hips , knees and ankles

5 64321

PRIME
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#1
TIER 10 EXERCISES COACHING POINT
TIER 10

1. Multiple Response  (multiple efforts in a series)

2. Elastic Response with increased eccentric loading

3. CNS Fatigue Very  High

4. Please note -  A double body weight back squat is normally a pre-requisite for this type of 
plyometric

MULTIPLE DEPTH DROPS TO BOX JUMP
* Box Height can be altered dependent on client abilities*

1. Stand on top of a box feet hip-shoulder width apart and the arms by your side

2. Step off the box with both  feet landing on the floor at the same time

3. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off 

4. Knees track over toes

5. Like a spring use the energy from landing to explode upwards and forwards onto the next 
box, repeat

6. Again “land quietly” with soft hips , knees and ankles

MULTIPLE BOX JUMP 
REBOUND BOX JUMPS

* Box Height can be altered dependent on client abilities*

1. Stand on top of a box feet hip-shoulder width apart and the arms by your side

2. Step  backwards off the box with both  feet landing on the floor at the same time

3. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off 

4. Knees track over toes

5. Like a spring use the energy from landing to explode upwards back onto the box

6. The less time spent on the floor the better “hot floor”.

7. Repeat

JUMPS  | BANDED JUMPS TO HELP DECCELERATE TO START THEN PROGRESS
  JUMP = TWO FEET > TWO FEET 
   HOP = ONE FOOT > SAME FOOT 
BOUND = ONE FOOT > OTHER FOOT 

PRIME

PRIME

PRIME
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#1 JUMPS
CONTINUED

TIER 10 EXERCISES COACHING POINT
MULTIPLE HIGH HURDLES

1. Stand with the feet hip-shoulder width and the hands by the side

2. Dip down quickly and explode forwards over the first hurdle “load and explode” using 
arm drive for momentum

3. Squat depth on landing should be similar to take-off 

4. Hold the landing position momentarily before repeating over the next hurdle

5. Like a spring use the energy from landing to recoil into the next explosive rep

5 64321

PRIME
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#2
EXERCISE COACHING POINT
TALL KNEELING CHEST PASS

1. Set up in a tall kneeling position with ribs down and hips at full extension

2. Spread the fingers around the ball and hold at chest height

3. Explode forward with maximum effort

4. To increase power clients may want to drop the hips before exploding through

BENT OVER CHEST PASS
1. Set up in a standing position and hinge forward

2. Spread the fingers around the ball and hold at chest height

3. Explode the ball towards with ground with maximum effort

4. This position minimises ‘‘body English’’ whilst providing a great option for individuals that 
do not have much wall space

STANDING CHEST PASS
1. Set up in hip -shoulder width or “athletic” stance with ribs down 

2. Spread the fingers around the ball and hold at chest height

3. Explode forward with maximum effort

4. To increase power clients may want to dip before exploding through

THROWS: CHEST PASS 

https://vimeo.com/196159222/7e0b02117d
https://vimeo.com/196159383/cdaa530e8f
https://vimeo.com/196159996/ef4fcc01a0
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#2 THROWS: CHEST PASS
CONTINUED

EXERCISE COACHING POINT
STANDING CHEST PASS WITH STEP

1. Set up in staggered stance with the right foot back

2. Spread the fingers around the ball and hold at chest height

3. Drive off the left foot and step towards the wall exploding the ball forward with  
maximum effort

DIVING CHEST PASS
1. Set up in a tall kneeling position 5-10 meters from the wall

2. Dip the hips, before exploding the body forward at a 45 degree angle

3. When the hips reach full extension explode the ball forwards

4. This drill couples explosive upper body pressing with hip extension for increased  
power generation

MB DROP AND CATCH
1. Lie supine with the feet flat on the floor

2. The med ball and be dropped by the trainer or start in the clients hands

3. Explode the ball up before catching and releasing 

4. This adds a decelerate as well as accelerative focus 

5. As soon as the MB height decreases then stop

5 64321

https://vimeo.com/196160495/a8130ae0f5
https://vimeo.com/196160408/f400c76552
https://vimeo.com/196160063/39ce602386
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#2
EXERCISE COACHING POINT
HALF KNEELING OVERHEAD THROW

1. Set up in a half kneeling position facing the wall

2. Keeping the ribs pinned down take the ball overhead

3. The throw comes from the arms and anterior core without lumbar extension

4. Half kneeling takes the lower body out of the movement

TALL KNEELING OVERHEAD THROW
1. Set up in a tall kneeling position facing the wall

2. Keeping the ribs pinned down take the ball overhead

3. The throw comes from the arms and anterior core without lumbar extension

STANDING OVERHEAD THROW
1. Set up in a tall kneeling position facing the wall

2. Keeping the ribs pinned down take the ball overhead

3. The throw comes from the arms and anterior core without lumbar extension

THROWS: OVERHEAD THROW

https://vimeo.com/196160631/4c019ee892
https://vimeo.com/196160919/7979d1340c
https://vimeo.com/196161177/5e9d506585
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#2 THROWS: OVERHEAD THROW
CONTINUED

EXERCISE COACHING POINT
STANDING OVERHEAD THROW WITH  
STAGGERED STANCE

1. Set up in an “athletic stance” facing the wall

2. Keeping the ribs pinned down take the ball overhead

3. The throw comes from the arms and anterior core without lumbar extension

4. The staggered stance adds a diagonal component and involves more weight transfer

STANDING OVERHEAD THROW  
WITH STEP

1. Set up in an “athletic stance” facing the wall

2. Keeping the ribs pinned down take the ball overhead

3. Start in a hip width stance before stepping .  The throw comes from the arms and 
anterior core without lumbar extension

4. The step  adds a diagonal component and involves more weight transfer and greater 
power

5 64321

https://vimeo.com/196161647/282ebfb4fd
https://vimeo.com/196161503/52f6d03720
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#3
EXERCISE COACHING POINT
TALL KNEELING MB SLAM

1. Set up in a kneeling position sitting onto the heels

2. As the client raises the ball overhead extend the hips to “reach long”

3. Resisting lumbar extension slam the ball into the floor

4. If the MB used are bouncy this variation may not be advised

MB SLAM
1. Set up in a hip-shoulder width stance

2. As the client raises the ball overhead extend the hips to “reach long”. Reaching extension 
at the shoulder, hip, knee and ankle

3. Resisting lumbar extension slam the ball into the floor HARD!

4. Catch the ball and repeat for the desired number of repetitions

MB SLAM WITH T-SPINE ROTATION
1. Set up in a hip-shoulder width stance

2. As the client raises the ball overhead rotate through the thoracic spine whilst extending 
the hips to “reach long”. Reaching extension at the shoulder, hip, knee and ankle

3. Resisting lumbar extension slam the ball into the floor HARD!

4. Catch the ball and repeat in the opposite direction for the desired number of repetitions

SLAMS

https://vimeo.com/196161968/55a1078763
https://vimeo.com/196162068/9c3d98a68b
https://vimeo.com/193551937/e75c63439f
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#3 SLAMS
CONTINUED

EXERCISE COACHING POINT
SLAM WITH 180 DEGREE TURN

1. Set up in a hip-shoulder width stance

2. As the client raises the ball overhead t extend the hips to “reach long”. Reaching 
extension at the shoulder, hip, knee and ankle

3. Resisting lumbar extension slam the ball into the floor HARD!

4. Catch the ball and rotate 180 degrees before performing another slam

SUPINE SLAM 
HOOKER THROW

1. Lie supine with the feet on the floor

2. The ball is dropped above the clients head

3. As they catch the ball they extend the hips into a glute bridge position (ribs to hips)

4. They then throw the ball as they drop the hips

5 64321

https://vimeo.com/196162251/d43a3f6d70
https://vimeo.com/196162357/35e63ec77b
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#4
EXERCISE COACHING POINT
FRONT ROTARY SCOOP TOSS

1. Set up facing the wall with the feet roughly shoulder width apart

2. Pivoting off the contralateral foot, load up the internal rotators by bringing the ball back

3. Explode the ball forward against the wall in a sling like motion “crack of a whip”  
“arms like ropes”

4. Hips and shoulder rotate together “long spine” to prevent lumbar rounding

5. Catch it and repeat

ALTERNATING FRONT ROTARY   
SCOOP TOSS

1. Set up facing the wall with the feet roughly shoulder width apart

2. Pivoting off the contralateral foot, load up the internal rotators by bringing the ball back

3. Explode the ball forward against the wall in a sling like motion

4. Hips and shoulder rotate together “long spine” to prevent lumbar rounding

5. The aim is to throw the ball at the wall so you can catch it on the opposite side to throw 
(left to right and vice versa)

SINGLE LEG FRONT ROTARY SCOOP
1. Set up facing the wall with only one foot on the ground (contralateral foot to the side of 

the throw)

2. Explode the ball forward against the wall in a sling like motion with the arms coming 
forward and the leg coming back

3. Hips and shoulder rotate together “long spine” to prevent lumbar rounding

4. The aim is to throw the ball at the wall so you can catch it on the opposite side to throw 
(left to right and vice versa)

SIDE FACING SCOOP TOSS
1. Set up at a 90 degree angle to the wall. Feet roughly shoulder width apart

2. Pivoting off the contralateral foot, load up the internal rotators by bringing the ball back

3. Explode the ball forward against the wall in a sling like motion “crack of a whip”  “arms 
like ropes”

4. Hips and shoulder rotate together “Long spine” to prevent the lumbar rounding

5. Catch it and repeat

ROTATORY | NOTE: ROTATIONAL THROWS ARE NOT RECOMMENDED  OFF  
THE FLOOR DUE TO THE ROTATIONAL FORCES ON A FIXED PELVIS

https://vimeo.com/196299022/92e90f3418
https://vimeo.com/196300205/743b414e05
https://vimeo.com/196301404/bbaf83a48e
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#4 ROTATORY
CONTINUED

EXERCISE COACHING POINT
SPLIT STANCE SIDE FACING  
SCOOP TOSS 

1. Set up at a 90 degree angle to the wall in a split stance with the leg contralateral to the 
throwing side forward

2. Pivoting off the contralateral foot, load up the internal rotators by bringing the ball back

3. Explode the ball forward against the wall in a sling like motion “crack of a whip”  “arms 
like ropes”

4. Hips and shoulder rotate together “Long spine” to prevent the lumbar rounding

5. Catch it and repeat

PUNCH TOSS 
SHOT PUT

1. Stand at a 90 degree angle to the wall (throwing arm distal to the wall)

2. Feet shoulder width apart

3. Hold the ball at chest height “squeeze the ball” with a high elbow

4. Transfer the majority of the weight onto the back foot whilst bringing the ball back to the 
shoulder of the target arm “load up” “baseball pitcher”

5. Rapidly transfer the weight forward to the front foot whilst rotating off the back foot

6. Hips and shoulders should rotate together “you’re on a spit roast”

7. “Explode” the ball towards the wall

PUNCH TOSS WITH STEP 
SHOT PUT

1. Stand at a 90 degree angle to the wall (throwing arm distal to the wall)

2. Feet shoulder width apart

3. Hold the ball at chest height “squeeze the ball” with a high elbow

4. Transfer  the weight onto the back foot  and raise your front leg off the ground

5. Bring the ball back to the shoulder of the target arm “load up” “baseball pitcher”

6. Rapidly transfer the weight forward and step with the front foot

7. “Explode” the ball towards the wall. Momentum may well cause the back foot to step 
through

8. Hips and shoulders should rotate together “you’re on a spit roast”

5 64321

https://vimeo.com/196303100/a71fda79df
https://vimeo.com/196302595/de89889073
https://vimeo.com/196302125/10a28bec4d
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#4
EXERCISE COACHING POINT
PUNCH TOSS WITH CROSSOVER STEP

1. Stand at a 90 degree angle to the wall (throwing arm distal to the wall). Give yourself 
space for the crossover steps (5-10 m)

2. Feet shoulder width apart

3. Hold the ball at chest height “squeeze the ball” with a high elbow

4. Step the foot furthest from the wall behind that of the front foot.  This helps load you up.

5. Step the front leg closer to the wall whilst rapidly transferring the weight from the back 
foot to the front foot

6. “Explode” the ball towards the wall.

7. Hips and shoulders should rotate together “you’re on a spit roast”

ROTATORY | NOTE: ROTATIONAL THROWS ARE NOT RECOMMENDED  OFF  
THE FLOOR DUE TO THE ROTATIONAL FORCES ON A FIXED PELVIS

https://vimeo.com/196304104/78822c555e
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#5 BETWEEN THE LEG THROW
EXERCISE COACHING POINT
BETWEEN THE LEGS  
BACKWARDS THROW 

1. Set up in a stance wide enough to let the ball go between you legs with the back to   
the wall

2. From a standing position hinge back and load the ball through the legs

3. Explode the hips through transferring the force through the arms “like slings” to project 
the ball back and overhead

4. The goal is to promote hip extension in more of a vertical vector

5. To increase stiffness the client can firstly catch the MB before the throw

BETWEEN THE LEGS FORWARD THROW
1. Set up in a stance wide enough to let the ball go between you legs facing the wall

2. From a standing position hinge back and load the ball through the legs

3. Explode the hips forwards transferring the force through the arms “like ropes” to project 
the ball

4. The goal is to promote hip extension in more of a horizontal vector

5 64321

https://vimeo.com/196305911/fe013daea1
https://vimeo.com/196305668/f18d1177af
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#6
EXERCISE COACHING POINT
PLYO PUSH UP FROM BOX 
HIGH/MEDIUM/LOW

1. Set up with the hands shoulder width on the box, feel on the floor

2. Hands screwed into the box (external rotation) “open the jars”

3. “Gut, butt and thighs “ engaged to form full body tension “head to heel body of steel”

4. Head in line with spine “double chin”

5. Press up explosively off the box. The aim is to get as high as possible without piking at 
the hips

6. Place the hands back on the box and decelerate the body before exploding into the next 
rep “hot hands”

BAND RESISTED PRESS UP
1. Set up with the hands shoulder width and the feet together

2. Place one end of a band under each hand and the band around the back

3. Hands screwed into the floor(external rotation) “open the jars”

4. “Gut, butt and thighs “ engaged to form full body tension “head to heel body of steel”

5. Head in line with spine “double chin”

6. Press up explosively . The closer you get to full extension the more the band will resist

7. Decelerate the body as you descend before exploding into the next rep

ALTERNATIVE POWER

https://vimeo.com/196307802/0f379888be
https://vimeo.com/196308011/c56a36d0f1
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BETWEEN THE LEG THROW




